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Abstract. All software systems are subject to evolution, independently by the
developing technique. Aspect oriented software in addition to separate the different concerns during the software development, must be “not fragile” against software evolution. Otherwise, the benefit of disentangling the code will be burred
by the extra complication in maintaining the code.
To obtain this goal, the aspect-oriented languages/tools must evolve, they have to
be less coupled to the base program. In the last years, a few attempts have been
proposed, the Blueprint is our proposal based on behavioral patterns.
In this paper we test the robustness of the Blueprint aspect-oriented language
against software evolution. Keywords: AOP, Software Evolution, Fragile Pointcut Problem.

1

Introduction

All software systems are subject to evolution, they evolve over time as new requirements
and functionality emerge, or adaption and extensions are to be made. Studies pointed out
that up to 80% [13] of the system lifetime will be spent on maintenance and evolution
activities. A program that is useful in a real-world environment necessarily must change
or become progressively less useful in that environment [12].
Aspect-oriented programming has been designed with the intention of providing a
better separation of concerns by modularizing concerns that would otherwise be tangled
and scattered across the other concerns. This would made the software more maintainable, evolvable and understandable. Paradoxically, the major aspect-oriented techniques
instead of improving software maintainability seem to restrict the evolvability of that
software, as highlighted in [21]. This problem is due to the so called “fragile pointcut
problem" [11].
Pointcuts are deemed fragile when seemingly innocent changes to the base program,
such as renaming or relocating a method, break a pointcut such that it no longer captures
the join points it is intended to capture. When code is added to a program and introduces
new join points in the program, pointcuts are similarly considered fragile in the case
some of these new join points should be captured by the pointcut but it fails to do so.

It implies that all pointcuts of each aspect need to be checked and possibly revised
whenever the base program evolves, since they often break when the base program is
re-factored. All pointcuts referring to the base program need to be examined both after
an evolution and after a re-factoring, because they capture a set of join points based
on some structural and syntactical properties, any change to the structure or syntax of
the base program can alter the set of join points that is captured by the pointcuts. This
problem exists both if a programmer uses wildcards and not.
In practice, the pointcut fragility derives form the dependency on the program syntax and the coupling between aspects and program [1, 7, 8, 20]. The fragile pointcut
problem is a serious inhibitor to evolution of aspect-oriented programs. The critical element of the past generation of AO tool is the necessity to specify program elements
names and the impossibility to select elements without using naming convention or regular expressions. In short, they have a linguistic approach, so aspect writers need to be
completely aware of the base-code details and evolution, so each aspect become strictly
bound to the application on who has been designed. To obtain a less fragile approach,
it is necessary a new generation of aspect-oriented languages/tools, less coupled to the
base program.
In the last few years, the main goal of the new generation of AO approaches is
to get a more semantic join point selection mechanism to avoid the fragile pointcut
problem. Some approaches are: the pointcut delta analysis [11, 20], the approach of
Kellens et al. described in [8], the join point model proposed by Mohd Ali and Rashid
in [14], the functional query language proposed by Eichberg et al. in [4], the graphical
approach to model pointcuts described by Stein et al. in [19] and so on. In [3, 16] we
have defined a new (visual) model-based join point selection mechanism. We tackle the
fragile pointcut problem by eliminating the intimate dependency of pointcut definitions
on the base program and by using a high level description of the program behavior
during the join point selection.
In this paper we want to prove the robustness of the Blueprint against the evolution. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we shortly overview
the Blueprint approach and elements, in section 3 we introduce our test case for the
evolution, finally, in section 4 and in section 5 we face some related works and draw
out our conclusions.

2

The Blueprint Language

The Blueprint framework is based on our previous work [2] and it is completely detailed in [16]. Moreover, a working prototype of the framework has been developed in
Java.
The main goal of the Blueprint language is to overcome many problems of the
past generation of AO language [1, 9, 11], such as, the granularity of the join point, the
fragile pointcut problem, the semantic selection and so on.
The Blueprint is based on the idea that the description of the application behavior
cannot be strictly coupled to the application syntactic details. It permits a loose approach
to the description of the application behavior. This means that the aspect programmer
can use different levels of detail during the description of a single join point blueprint
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by using any possible combinations of loose and tight elements. This approach permits to describe a well identified behavior tightly coupled to the application code by
specifying the names of the involved elements, and a less known behavior by using
meta-information to abstract from the real application code.
The Blueprint is a novel aspect-oriented framework, its join point selection mechanism allows the selection of the join points abstracting from implementation details,
name conventions and any other source code dependency. In particular the aspect programmer can select the interested join points by describing their supposed location in
the application through UML-like descriptions (basically, activity diagrams) representing computational patterns on the application behavior; these descriptions are called
blueprints. The blueprints are just patterns on the application behavior, i.e., they are not
derived from the system design information but express properties on them. In other
words, we adopt a sort of enriched UML diagrams to describe the application control
flows or computational properties and to locate the join points inside these contexts.
The Blueprint uses a static quantification, i.e., it allows quantification over the
abstract syntax tree of the program, hereby queries such as “print the value of a variable
used in a loop test condition and modified in the loop body” are possible. This kind of
quantification requires to access the source code of the application, because we need
to obtain a parsed version of the underlying program, to run the transformation rules
realizing the quantified aspects over that abstract syntax tree. The Blueprint language
can be used on the bytecode as well since it can be univocally decompiled (modulo
semantic equivalence) by apposite tools, e.g., by Jode.
In our approach, we do not need to use position qualifiers such as before and after
advices to indicate where to insert the concern inside the base code, since we describe
the context we are looking for, we can either locate the join points exactly where we
want to insert the new code or, to highlight the portion of behavior we want to replace.
The Blueprint framework recalls the AspectJ terminology but some terms are
used with a slightly different meaning. The Blueprint join points are hooks where code
may be added rather than well defined points in the execution of a program as in AspectJ. In other words, the AspectJ join points are based on the idea that “when
something happens, then something gets executed3 .” In this view a join point consists
of things like method and constructor calls, method and constructor executions, object
instantiations, field references and so on. While the Blueprint approach is that “join
points can occur in any part of the code”, this view permits of changing a single line
of code. We use a statement-level granularity for the join point model whereas AspectJ uses an operational level granularity for the join point model. In particular we
consider two different kinds of join points: the local join points that represent points in
the application behavior where to insert the code of the concern, and region join points
that represent portion of the application behavior that must be replaced by the code of
the concern. The pointcuts are obtained as composition/enumeration of the join points
selected by the join point blueprints rather than as the logical composition of queries on
the application code. While introductions and advices keep their usual meaning.
To complete the picture of the situation, we have introduced some new concepts:
join point blueprint and, blueprint space. The former is a template (a blueprint) on
3

http://www.eclipse.org/aspectj/doc/released/progguide/index.html
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ObserverBlueprint
method meta-variable
any foo(..)
<<exactmatch>>
*.foo(..)

context
Buffer
variable meta-variable
Field

<<or>>
<<joinpoint consume>>

<<joinpoint produce>>

use ((*.Field in right) or
(*.Field in return))

use (*.Field in left)
<<method>>

<<method>>

produce, consume

Fig. 1. Sample Join Point Blueprint.

the application behavior identifying the join points in their context; these blueprints
describe where the local and region join points should be located in the application
behavior. The blueprint does not completely describe the computational flow but only
the portions relevant for selecting the join points. The latter is the set of all join points
blueprints defined on the same application.
The key element of our approach are the join point blueprints, they graphically
depicts where a join point (both local and region) should be in the application behavior.
They look like an activity diagrams.
The diagram contextualizes the join point location by describing some crucial events
that should occur close to the join point, these events will be used to recognize the join
point. The frame gives some ancillary information, such as the blueprint name (at the
top left corner), the join points name exposed by the blueprint (at the bottom right
corner) and some meta-info used by the weaver to parametrize the context and to get
values from the join point. The listed join points are the only exposed to the pointcut
specification. The join point position is denoted by the «joinpoint name» stereotypea
(ora bya thea couplea «startjoinpoint name» and «endjoinpoint name» for the
region join points).
To get a more expressive language and less coupled to the code syntax and structure, and by assuming that the aspect programmer does not necessarily know the implementation details of the code, we introduced the meta-information section inside the
blueprint diagram. The meta-information is the textual portion of the blueprint, that allows the programmer of describing the context at the desired implementation detail, i.e.,
either by using real variable, method and field names or less precise information. For
example, if the programmer does know the method name, but he knows its parameter
types, he can use this information, in the meta-information section, by declaring a new
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method meta-variable with a fantasy name,and indicating the right number and type of
its parameters, and finally by using this new meta-variable in the blueprint to describe
the sought behavior. The meta-information elements will be unified to variable names
used into the application during the weaving phase.
Figure 1 shows a very simple join point blueprint that absolutely do not recall the
whole expressivity allowed by the formalism. For a detailed and exhaustive description,
please, refer to [16] chapter 4.

3

A Test-Bed for the Blueprint Robustness

So far, we have used the Blueprint to locate simple join points in toy-applications, like
showed in [3,16], with few lines of code. Now, it is fundamental to test the robustness of
the Blueprint language against the evolution by using a real application with thousand
lines of code and a long time life cycle with many adaptation steps. To this goal, we
adopted the Health Watcher (HW) system4 developed at UPE and introduced by Soares
et al. in [18].
HW is a typical web-based application that manages health-related information. It
includes a variety of crosscutting concerns, such as concurrency, distribution, persistence, and so on. The same application has been previously used as test-bed by the Lancaster University (in [6]), that has created and compared one object-oriented (by using
Java) and two aspect-oriented (by using AspectJ and CaesarJ) implementations of
HW. Moreover, they introduced nine steps of evolution to the initial application.
3.1

HW Evolution

We consider the HW evolution from version 8 to version 9, which adds new functionalities to the application. Version 9 adds the following functionality: insertion of
new health unit, insertion of new medical specialization, insertion of new symptoms,
searching for symptoms, updating of a symptom, searching for specialization by code,
updating of medical specialization, and insertion of new disease types.
These new functionalities involve the creation of new records and repositories for
diseases and symptoms. Potentially, they can introduce changes to the public interface
and interfere with the correct working of the existing pointcuts.
Most of the AOP approaches use a join point model similar to that of AspectJ [10].
The AspectJ pointcut language offers a set of primitive pointcut designators, such as
call, get and set specifying a method call and the access to an attribute. All the
pointcut designators expect, as an argument, a string specifying a pattern for matching method or field signature. These string patterns introduce a real dependency of the
syntax of the base code. Intuitively, since pointcuts capture a set of join points based
on some structural or syntactical property, any change to the structure or syntax of the
base program could also change the applicability of the pointcuts and the set of captured
join points.
4

The complete source code developed is available at http://www.comp.lancs.ac.uk/ greenwop/tao
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Aspect developer implicitly imposes some design rules that the base program developer has to follow when evolves his program to be compliant with the existing aspects
and avoid of selecting more or less join points than expected. In this case, problems
with evolution depend also of the need of guessing these, often silent, conventions.
These rules derive from the fact that pointcuts often express semantic properties about
the base program in terms of its structural properties.
First to present our approach, we present the problems encountered, also in this
case, by the AspectJ aspects. In particular, we consider the aspect used for the HW
synchronization of concurrent insertion and showed in Listing 1.1.
It is fairly evident that the pointcut definition takes in consideration only the method
name of a particular class and not the behavior or the semantic to locate the interested
join points. In this case, the aspect programmer has written a correct pointcut, and the
corresponding aspect works as intended. When the code is changed (i.e., in version 9)
by adding new persistent entity, i.e., DiseaseRecord and SymptomRecord despite the
behavior added by these new entities is the same of the old entity, the synchronizationPoints pointcut (see Listing 1.2) has been changed in order to consider also the
new methods.
Listing 1.1. The AspectJ pointcut in version 8
public pointcut synchronizationPoints(Employee employee) :
execution(* EmployeeRecord.insert(Employee))
&& args(employee);

Note that this is only a possible way to write the pointcut, but in general the problems are the same. For example, in Listing 1.1, we can insert a wildcard in place of the
class name (EmployeeRecord), in this case the pointcut is not broken by the evolution,
but if the programmer decides to change the method name, e.g., from insert to store
the pointcut does not work right, and (s)he must adapt the pointcut definition to locate
all the right point in the application.
Listing 1.2. The AspectJ pointcut in version 9
public pointcut synchronizationPoints(Object o) :
(execution(* EmployeeRecord.insert(Employee)) ||
execution(* DiseaseRecord.insert(DiseaseType)) ||
execution(* SymptomRecord.insert(Symptom)) )&& args(o);

Since, the problem of the evolution in aspect-oriented programs is mainly that the
set of join points captured by a pointcut may change when changes are made to the base
program, even though the pointcut definition itself remains unaltered. Then, to avoid
this problem we need a low coupling of the pointcut definition with the source code.
The aim of the Blueprint approach is just to overcome the AOP problem about software
evolution, by allowing the selection of the join points abstracting from implementation
details, name conventions and any other source code dependency.
In Figure 2 is showed the join point blueprint used to locate the methods that need
synchronization, it describes a relevant portion of a method behavior. In particular, since
all application methods that store records into repositories are composed by a check to
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SynchronizationBlueprint
variable meta-variable
repository, x

<<joinpoint b>>

method meta-variable
void insert(ANY) false

true

<<exactmatch>>
this.repository.insert(x);

<<joinpoint a>>

a, b

Fig. 2. Join Point Blueprint for Insertion Synchronization.

control if the record is already inserted or not inside the repository, we can search an if
statement containing, in the false branch, the code to insert the record.
The «joinpoint b» locate the join point at the beginning of the method that contains the statement that match the relevant portion of behavior, while the «joinpoint
a» locate the join point at the end of the method that contains the matched statements
of the diagram. The diamond indicate that we are looking for a conditional statement,
where the condition is not relevant for the context definition, like so, it is not relevant
what is contained in the true branch.
The repository variable meta-variable used in the action (i.e., the red rounded
rectangle) during the weaving process is unified to a class field. The insert method
meta-variable represents a method that does not return nothing and that has only one
parameter of any type Note that the name of the method meta-variable is completely
independent from the name of the searched method, i.e., changing the name insert in
abcdef the located behavior and unified variables do not change.
Since the new entities have almost the same behavior of the old one, like showed in
Listing 1.3, the behavior described in the blueprint locate all the methods that need a
synchronization point.
Our selection mechanism matches the insert() method of the EmployeeRecord
class presents in version 8, and the insert() methods present in the DiseaseRecord and, SymptomRecord classes, added since version 9, without change anything.
The repository variable meta-variable is respectively unified to employeeRepository, diseaseRep and rep application’s field. The void insert(ANY) method meta87

Listing 1.3. The Application Implementation
// insert method of EmployeeRecord class
public void insert(Employee employee) // throws clause {
if (employeeRepository.exists(employee.getLogin())) {
throw // new exception ;
} else {
employeeRepository.insert(employee);
}
// insert method of DiseaseRecord class
public void insert(DiseaseType td) // throws clause {
if (diseaseRep.exists(td.getCode())) {
throw // new exception ;
} else {
this.diseaseRep.insert(td);
}
// insert method of SymptomRecord class
public void insert(Symptom symptom) // throws clause {
if (rep.exists(symptom.getCode())) {
throw // new exception );
} else {
rep.insert(symptom);
}
}

variable is respectively unified to the insert method of the EmployeeRepositoryArray, DiseaseTypeRepositoryArray, and SymptomRepositoryArray class.

4

Related Works

The Blueprint framework is not the first attempt of dealing with the limitations of the
current join point selection mechanisms. In the next of the section we report some of
the most significant attempts, without pretending to be exhaustive.
In [8], Kellens et al. tackle the fragile pointcut problem by replacing the intimate
dependency of pointcut definitions on the base program by a more stable dependency
on a conceptual model of the program. This conceptual model provides an abstraction
over the structure of the source code and classifies base program entities according to
the concepts that they implement. The strength of the approach is on the definition of
the conceptual model of the base program. The classification of source-code entities in
the conceptual model is constructed using annotations in the source code and, defining
extra design constraints that need to be respected by source-code entities, for the model
to be consistent. This approach requires developers to describe a conceptual model of
their program and its mapping to the program code, in this way, it breaks the obliviousness [5] property. Moreover, it is coupled with the structure of the base program,
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but not coupled with its implementation, and only the program entities can be used to
define pointcut, since they use the same join point of the AspectJ join point model.
Finally, they still need a mechanism for automatically verifying the correctness of the
classifications defined by the conceptual model.
In [4], Eichberg, et al. present the usage of functional query language for the specification of pointcuts. In their approach a pointcut is a set of nodes in a tree representation
of the program’s modular structure, and this set is selected by query on node attribute
written in a query language. They created an XML-to-class file assembler/disassembler
that can be used to create an XML representation of a class file and convert an XML file
back into a class file on the basis of their bytecode framework. The query language is
used on top of this XML representation of the program structure. Their join point model
defines more join point of the AspectJ one, because bytecode structure permits to
identify more point, e.g., the storing of a value in a local variable. Their query language
is general enough to express a wide range of very different pointcut models.
In [17], Sakurai and Masuhara propose a new aspect-oriented programming language that uses unit test cases as interface of crosscutting concerns. A test-based pointcut matches join points in the execution of a target program that (potentially) have
the same execution history as one of the unit test cases specified by the pointcut. This
approach replace the fragile pointcut problem with the maintenance of unit test cases
whose cost should anyhow be paid with practical software development.
In [15], Nagy et al. propose a new approach to AOP by referring to program unit
through their design intentions to answer to the need of expressing semantic pointcuts.
Design intention is represented by annotated design information, which describes for
example the behavior of a program element or its intended meaning. Their approach instead of referring directly to the program, provide a new language abstraction to specify
pointcuts based on some design information. Design information are inserted inside the
base program using annotations and they are associated manually, derived on the presence of other design information and, through superimposition. The key benefit of this
approach is that it reduces direct dependencies between the crosscutting concerns and
the program source. Unfortunately, this approach breaks the obliviousness [5] property.
This property is broken because certain design information has to be specified by the
software engineer, and moreover the software engineer must use a consistent and coherent set of design information for each sub-domain of an application.

5

Conclusions

Current aspect-oriented approaches suffer from well known fragile pointcut problem.
A common attempt to give a solution consists of creating a more semantic mechanism
for the join points selection. This paper shortly describe the Blueprint framework, a
novel approach to join points identification that permits to decouple aspects definition
and base-code syntax and structure. Moreover, this paper presents a test-bed in order to
evidence the robustness of the Blueprint pointcut against the software evolution.
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